**Additional Levy Amounts Per Pupil by School District — FY 2021**

The additional levy is a local property tax with varying rates among school districts that provides the additional funding for school districts and funding for area education agencies (AEAs) after the uniform levy and State aid are applied. The additional levy is not rate-restricted, and funding for the additional levy property tax rate ranges from $0.96 to $5.34 per $1,000 of taxable valuation in FY 2021. The following map displays the amount to be raised per pupil from the additional levy in FY 2021.

Major factors that influence additional levy property tax rates include taxable valuations, the number of students within a school district, and the amount needed for discretionary programs funded by the additional levy. The following chart shows the estimated amount that will be raised statewide (in millions of dollars) by the various components of the additional levy, as well as tax relief components that reduce the additional levy.

For more information on the additional levy, including a breakdown of the components that make up the levy, see the Fiscal Topic [School Aid — Additional Levy Components](#).
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